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Abstract: 
        The media war between Russia and Ukraine has witnessed intense 
linguistic interactions, with both sides strategically employing language, 
terminology, and discourse to shape public opinion. The linguistic 
aspects of the media war highlight the power of language in perpetuating 
the conflict and influencing narratives. Kramer, A. E. (2023). This 
research paper aims to explore the linguistic aspects of the media war 
between Russia and Ukraine. The media war has been a crucial element 
in shaping public opinion and influencing the ongoing conflict between 
the two countries. Blank, S. J. (2023).  
       By analyzing various media sources from both sides, this study 
seeks to shed light on the linguistic strategies employed by the media to 
convey their respective narratives, propagate propaganda, and 
manipulate language to create biases. The research will focus on 
examining language use, discursive practices, and framing techniques 
utilized in news articles, social media posts, official statements, and 
other media-related materials from both Russia and Ukraine. The 
findings of this study will contribute to a better understanding of the role 
of language in the media war and highlight the importance of linguistic 
analysis in understanding conflicts and their impact on public opinion. 
Keywords:  
      media war, linguistic analysis, Russia, Ukraine, propaganda. 
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ة:  اللغة الع ل    ال
ب  ه ال ة ت ا تفاعلات لغ ان ا وأو ة ب روس ب الإعلام ال

ي  ات ل اس ات  ل ان اللغة وال لا ال م  فة، ح اس م
ة  ب الإعلام ة لل ان اللغ ل ال أ العام. وت ه ال ج ل وت ل

اع وم تأ اصل ال ة اللغة في ت ء على ق ات ال ها على م ث
ب  ة في ال ان اللغ اف ال ا ال إلى اس ف ه اث. يه الأح
ا لا  . وم ان لا ال فها ب  ة ت ا و ان ا وأو ة ب روس الإعلام
أ العام  ل ال ًا في ت ة تلع دورا حاس ب الإعلام ه أن ال ش 

 . ي ل اع ال ب ال  وتأث ال
ه وم خلا عى ه ، ت ان لفة م ال ة م ادر إعلام ل م ل ل ت

مها  ي ت ة ال ات اللغ ات ء على الاس ل ال راسة إلى ت ال
ام أسال  ، واس ان لا ال علقة  اث ال قل الأح وسائل الإعلام ل
ام  ة اس راسة على أه ه ال ر. ت ه ه أث على ال ة لل ة مع دعائ

ات  اللغة ة وتق اب ارسات ال أوال اغة وال مة في  ال ال
سائل  علقة ب اد ال ها م ال ة وغ س انات ال ف وال مقالات ال
راسة في فه  ه ال ائج ه اه ن ا. س ان ا وأو ل م روس الإعلام م 
ل  ل ة ال ء على أه ل ال ة وت ب الإعلام ور اللغة في ال ل ل أف

ار. ا اع الق أ العام وص ها على ال اعات وتأث   للغ في فه ال
ة اح ف ات ال ل    :ال

ة عا ا، ال ان ا، أو ، روس ل اللغ ل ة، ال ب الإعلام   .ال
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1. Background 
The media war between Russia and Ukraine can be traced back to the 
political tensions arising from Ukraine's decision to pursue closer ties 
with the European Union. Russia, concerned about losing its influence 
over Ukraine, annexed Crimea in 2014, leading to a full-scale conflict in 
Eastern Ukraine, Blank (2023: 22). Since then, the media has played a 
crucial role in shaping narratives and disseminating information to 
support each side's agenda. According to Tsygankov (2016:45), there are 
key players in this context. a) Russian Media: The Russian media, both 
state-controlled and independent, has been accused of spreading 
propaganda and disinformation to further Russia's interests, Shekhovtsov 
(2023). Outlets like RT (formerly Russia Today) and Sputnik News have 
been at the forefront of this media campaign. b) Ukrainian Media: in 
response, Ukraine has sought to counter Russian propaganda through its 
own media outlets. These include state-owned channels like UA: Pershyi 
and private media organizations aligned with the Ukrainian government. 
c) International Media: the media war has also drawn the attention of 
international media outlets, which have covered the conflict from various 
perspectives. Western media tends to focus on Russia's actions and 
Ukraine's struggle for independence, while Russian media portrays 
Ukraine as a hotbed of fascism and instability.  
Wilson (2023) elaborated on the strategies employed: a) Disinformation 
and Propaganda: Both Russian and Ukrainian media have been accused 
of spreading disinformation and propaganda to manipulate public 
opinion. This includes the use of false narratives, doctored images, and 
misleading information aimed at discrediting the opposing side. b) 
Cyberattacks and Hacking: The media war has extended into the digital 
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realm, with reports of cyberattacks and hacking targeting media outlets 
and websites. These attacks aim to disrupt communication channels and 
control the flow of information. c) Social Media Influence: Both sides 
have actively engaged in social media campaigns to shape public 
opinion. This includes the use of bots, trolls, and coordinated efforts to 
amplify certain narratives and discredit opposing viewpoints. 
The media war has had a profound impact on public opinion in both 
Russia and Ukraine, as well as internationally. It has contributed to the 
polarization of society, the deepening of existing divisions, and the 
creation of echo chambers where individuals are exposed only to 
information that aligns with their pre-existing beliefs. This has made it 
increasingly difficult for audiences to discern fact from fiction and has 
heightened tensions between supporters of each side. 
On the Russian level, A recent study by Bremmer (2022) finds out that 
74% of Russians believe that the war in Ukraine is justified, despite the 
fact that there is no evidence to support this claim. This suggests that the 
Russian media's relentless propaganda campaign has been successful in 
shaping public opinion. 
On the Ukrainian level, Shapoval & Shevchenko (2022) show that a 
survey conducted by the Atlantic Council found that 87% of Ukrainians 
believe that the Russian media is spreading false information about the 
war. This suggests that the Ukrainian people are aware of the media war 
and can critically evaluate the information they are receiving. 
On the international level, both Allcott & Shapiro (2019) observe that 
70% of Americans believe that the Russian government is using 
propaganda to try to influence public opinion in the United States. This 
suggests that the international community is aware of the Russian 
media's efforts to spread disinformation. 

 
2. Significance of the Study 
Language is more than a mere tool of communication; it is a powerful 
weapon in the media war, Ghods & Mirhosseini (2016).  By examining 
linguistic strategies in the media war, one can uncover hidden agendas 
behind media narratives. Both Russia and Ukraine use language to shape 
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public opinion, manipulate emotions, and advance their political 
objectives. Studying these strategies allows us to identify biases, 
misinformation, and manipulation tactics employed by both sides. In 
other words, there is a way to decipher the underlying motivations and 
intentions of media outlets and political actors. The choice of words, 
sentence structure, and rhetorical devices all serve to shape the narrative 
and influence public opinion. This manipulation of language is often 
subtle, designed to sway public sentiment without arousing suspicion. As 
to media consumers, it is crucial to be aware of these tactics and develop 
our critical thinking skills to discern the truth amidst the propaganda, 
Johnson (2019). 
It is important to mention in this context that media consumers play a 
critical role in navigating the complex media landscape and making 
informed judgments about the information they encounter. Developing 
critical thinking skills is essential for discerning the truth amidst 
propaganda, Ghods & Mirhosseini (2016). It allows individuals to 
question, analyze, and evaluate the information presented to them. 
Media literacy education becomes paramount in equipping individuals 
with the necessary tools to critically evaluate news sources, Livingstone 
(2004). By understanding the linguistic strategies employed in 
manipulating language, individuals can develop strategies to verify 
information, cross-reference sources, and identify reliable and 
trustworthy news outlets (Livingstone, 2004). Moreover, discourse 
analysis plays a significant role in media literacy education. By 
examining the language used in media narratives, individuals can 
uncover hidden biases and manipulation tactics, Ghods & Mirhosseini, 
(2016). This understanding enables media consumers to approach 
information with a critical eye and consider alternative perspectives. 

 
3. Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of a linguistic study of the media war between Russia and 
Ukraine is to analyze and understand the role of language in shaping and 
influencing the ongoing conflict. This study aims to examine how 
language is used as a tool for propaganda, manipulation, and persuasion 
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by both sides involved in the media war.  The linguistic study seeks to 
explore how language is employed as a weapon in the media war 
between Russia and Ukraine, Kulyk (2018).  It aims to identify linguistic 
strategies, such as framing, rhetoric, and discourse analysis, used by both 
sides to shape public opinion, create narratives, and influence 
perceptions. In addition, by examining the linguistic techniques 
employed in media coverage from both Russia and Ukraine, this study 
aims to uncover propaganda methods used by each side, Morozov 
(2019).  It seeks to identify patterns of misinformation, distortion of 
facts, emotional appeals, and other persuasive tactics utilized through 
language.  
This linguistic study intends to investigate how language is used by both 
Russia and Ukraine to reinforce nationalistic sentiments, promote 
specific ideologies, and shape collective identities during the media war. 
The study aims to explore instances of linguistic manipulation within 
media discourse on both sides. It seeks to identify instances where 
language is used strategically to manipulate public opinion or distort 
information through techniques such as euphemisms, loaded words, or 
selective reporting. Moreover, this research also investigates how the 
media war between Russia and Ukraine impacts language use among 
their respective populations. It examines changes in vocabulary, syntax, 
or discourse patterns influenced by media narratives or propaganda 
campaigns. 

 
4. Research Questions 
  The research questions attempt to investigate the following questions. 

 How do Russian and Ukrainian media outlets frame the conflict? 
 What narratives are used to construct the conflict in Russian and 

Ukrainian media? 
 How are emotions used to shape public opinion in Russian and 

Ukrainian media? 
 What language styles are used in Russian and Ukrainian media? 
 How do Russian and Ukrainian media outlets use language to 

appeal to different audiences? 
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 What linguistic strategies and techniques are employed in the 
media war to manipulate information, create propaganda, or 
spread disinformation? 

 
5. Methodology 
The corpus of the analysis would five media sources from the Russian 
side and five media sources from the Ukrainian side.  The Russian media 
would include the following media outlets (RT (Russia Today), RIA 
Novosti, Izvestia, Komsomolskaya Pravda, Sputnik). The Ukrainian 
media would include the followings (The Kyiv Independent, Hromadske 
Radio, Ukrainska Pravda, Euromaidan Press,) Donbas Realities. 
These media sources were selected because they are all well-known and 
respected, and they have been covering the conflict in Ukraine 
extensively. They also represent a variety of different perspectives on the 
conflict, which would allow for a more comprehensive analysis. These 
media sources were published in February 2022. 
It is important to consider the context in which the media sources are 
being used. For example, Russian media outlets that are controlled by 
the government may be more likely to use pro-Russian frames and 
narratives. Ukrainian media outlets, on the other hand, may be more 
likely to use anti-Russian frames and narratives. By taking the context 
into account, researchers can gain a more nuanced understanding of how 
language is being used in the media war between Russia and Ukraine. 
The chosen methodological framework for this analysis is Critical 
Discourse Analysis (CDA). CDA is a research approach that examines 
the relationship between language, power, and ideology, aiming to 
uncover hidden meanings, social structures, and power relations within 
discourse (Fairclough, 2015). It provides a framework for analyzing how 
language is used to shape and influence social and political realities. In 
applying CDA to the selected media sources, this research attempts to 
conduct a systematic analysis of the linguistic strategies employed in the 
media narratives. This would involve examining the choice of words, 
sentence structures, rhetorical devices, and other linguistic features used 
by the media outlets. 
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The analysis would focus on identifying the frames and narratives used 
by both Russian and Ukrainian media sources. Frames refer to the 
interpretive frameworks through which events and issues are presented, 
shaping the audience's perception and understanding, Entman (1993). By 
analyzing the framing techniques used in the media narratives, 
researchers can gain insights into the underlying motivations, agendas, 
and biases of the media outlets. This research paper would explore how 
these media sources construct and represent the conflict in Ukraine, 
considering the different perspectives and ideological positions 
represented. They would pay attention to the framing of key actors, 
events, and issues, as well as the portrayal of victims, perpetrators, and 
the overall narrative structure. 
Additionally, the researcher would take into account the context in 
which the media sources are being used. They would consider the 
ownership and control of the media outlets, as well as the political and 
social context in which they operate. This contextual understanding 
helps to interpret the language choices and framing strategies used by the 
media sources. 
By employing Critical Discourse Analysis, the study aim to uncover the 
hidden agendas, biases, and manipulation tactics employed by both 
Russian and Ukrainian media outlets. This methodological framework 
allows for a comprehensive examination of the linguistic strategies used 
in the media war between Russia and Ukraine, shedding light on how 
language is used to shape public opinion and advance political 
objectives. 
 

6. Problem Statement/Hypothesis 
The media war between Russia and Ukraine has been a significant aspect 
of the ongoing conflict between the two countries. This linguistic study 
aims to analyze the language used in the media by both sides to 
understand how it contributes to shaping public opinion, influencing 
narratives, and perpetuating the conflict. It is hypothesized that both 
Russian and Ukrainian media outlets employ various linguistic strategies 
such as framing, propaganda techniques, and selective reporting to 
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advance their respective agendas. The study aims to uncover these 
strategies and examine their impact on shaping public perception, 
reinforcing nationalistic sentiments, and fueling the media war between 
Russia and Ukraine. 
 

7. Language as a tool for Persuasion and Manipulation 
In the media war, language is employed as a tool for persuasion and 
manipulation (Johnson 2019). The careful selection of words and 
phrases can evoke specific emotions and shape the audience's perception 
of events. Through loaded language and framing techniques, media 
outlets can sway public opinion in favor of their desired narrative. For 
example, the use of emotionally charged terms such as "terrorist" or 
"freedom fighter" can paint contrasting pictures of the same person or 
group. By understanding the power of language, we can become more 
informed consumers of news and avoid being swayed by biased 
reporting. 
 
7.1 The Role of Framing  
Framing is a powerful linguistic tactic employed in the media war. 
Kovalchuk & Petrov (2019: 43) point out that “it refers to the selective 
presentation of information to shape the audience's perception of a 
particular issue or event.” By framing a story in a particular way, media 
outlets can influence how the public interprets and responds to the news. 
For instance, framing an economic downturn as a "recession" or a 
"crisis" can elicit different emotional responses and shape public 
sentiment towards government policies. Recognizing these framing 
techniques allows us to critically analyze media narratives and 
understand the underlying agendas. 
 
7.2 Linguistic Tactics Used in Propaganda 
Propaganda is a common weapon utilized in the media war, and 
language lies at its core. Through linguistic tactics, propagandists aim to 
manipulate public perception and control the narrative. Techniques such 
as demonization, name-calling, and glittering generalities are employed 
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to evoke emotional responses and create a sense of urgency. By studying 
these linguistic tactics, we can identify propaganda and develop a 
discerning eye when consuming media content. It is essential to question 
the motives behind the language used and seek alternative perspectives 
to avoid falling victim to manipulative narratives. 
 
7.3 The Power of Language in Shaping Public Opinion 
Language holds immense power in shaping public opinion. The words 
and phrases used by media outlets can influence how events are 
perceived, ultimately shaping the collective understanding of reality. By 
studying linguistic aspects in the media war, we gain a deeper 
appreciation for the impact language has on society. Whether it is 
through subtle nuances or overt manipulation, language shapes our 
worldview and influences our decision-making processes. Recognizing 
this power allows us to approach media consumption with a critical eye 
and engage in informed discussions about the narratives being presented 
to us. 
 
7.3.1 Linguistic strategies  
Language is a powerful tool, and in the media war between Russia and 
Ukraine, it is used as a weapon to sway public opinion. Both sides 
employ various linguistic strategies to manipulate narratives and advance 
their agendas. One such strategy is the use of loaded language, where 
emotionally charged words are used to evoke specific reactions from the 
audience. For example, Russia often refers to Ukraine's government as 
"fascist" or "neo-Nazi," aiming to delegitimize their authority and garner 
support for their actions. 
Another linguistic strategy employed is selective reporting, where 
information is cherry-picked and presented in a way that supports a 
particular narrative. This tactic is used by both Russia and Ukraine to 
highlight their own successes while downplaying or ignoring the actions 
of the opposing side. By carefully selecting and framing information, 
these nations shape the perception of events and influence public 
opinion. 
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7.3.2 Propaganda Technique 
Propaganda plays a significant role in the media war between Russia and 
Ukraine. Myllylahti (2018:17) asserts that in media wars, all sides 
employ various techniques “to sway public opinion and shape 
narratives”. One such technique is the use of demonization, where the 
opposing side is portrayed as evil, dangerous, or threatening. Russia, for 
example, portrays Ukraine as a hotbed of extremism and chaos, using 
this narrative to justify their intervention in the region. 
Another propaganda technique utilized is the creation of a nationalistic 
fervor. Both Russia and Ukraine tap into nationalistic sentiments to rally 
support for their respective causes. Through patriotic appeals and the 
promotion of national identity, these nations aim to unite their citizens 
behind their actions and delegitimize the opposing side. 
 
7.3.3 Manipulation & Framing  
Linguistic manipulation and framing are key components of the media 
war between Russia and Ukraine (Gritsenko 2019). Both nations 
carefully craft their news articles to present events in a particular light. 
Framing refers to the way in which information is presented, 
emphasizing certain aspects while downplaying others to shape public 
perception. 
For example, when reporting on military actions, Russia often frames 
their actions as defensive measures against Ukrainian aggression. On the 
other hand, Ukraine frames Russia's actions as an invasion and violation 
of their sovereignty. By framing events in this manner, both nations 
attempt to garner sympathy and support for their cause. 
According to Johnson (2019:22), linguistic manipulation also plays a 
role in shaping public opinion. Both Russia and Ukraine use 
euphemisms and loaded language to influence how events are perceived. 
For instance, Russia refers to its annexation of Crimea as a 
"reunification," while Ukraine labels it an "occupation." These linguistic 
choices subtly shape the audience's understanding and interpretation of 
events. Both sides attempt to activate the following strategies: 
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 The use of different frames: Frames are the ways in which events 
are presented in the media, (Tankard 2011). They can shape how 
people understand and interpret those events. For example, Russian 
media often frames the conflict as a "civil war" or a "special military 
operation", while Ukrainian media often frames it as an "invasion" or 
an "act of aggression". 

 The use of different narratives: Riessman (2008) explains that 
narratives are stories that are told about events. They can shape how 
people feel about those events. For example, Russian media often 
tells a narrative of Ukraine as a failed state that is controlled by neo-
Nazis, while Ukrainian media often tells a narrative of Russia as an 
aggressor that is trying to destroy Ukraine's independence. 

 The use of different emotions: Emotions can be used to 
manipulate public opinion, Feldman Barrett (2017). For example, 
Russian media often uses fear and anger to portray Ukraine as a 
threat, while Ukrainian media often uses hope and determination to 
portray Ukraine as a victim. 

 The use of different language styles: Coupland (2007) confirms 
that language styles can be used to create different impressions. For 
example, Russian media often uses formal language to project an air 
of authority, while Ukrainian media often uses informal language to 
connect with the audience. 

Examples  
 The use of the word "genocide": Russia has repeatedly accused 

Ukraine of committing "genocide" against Russian-speakers in 
eastern Ukraine. This accusation has been widely condemned by the 
international community, but it has been used by Russian media to 
justify the invasion of Ukraine. 

 The use of the word "Nazis": Russia has also accused Ukraine of 
being controlled by "Nazis". This accusation is based on the presence 
of a small number of far-right groups in Ukraine. However, there is 
no evidence that these groups have any real power or influence in the 
Ukrainian government. 
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 The use of dehumanizing language: Both Russian and Ukrainian 
media have used dehumanizing language to describe the other side. 
For example, Russian media has often referred to Ukrainians as 
"subhumans" or "vermin", while Ukrainian media has often referred 
to Russians as "occupiers" or "invaders". This language can make it 
more difficult for people on both sides to see each other as human 
beings and to find common ground. 

The use of language in the media war between Russia and Ukraine is a 
complex and ever-evolving issue. It is a reflection of the deep-seated 
tensions between the two countries and the competing national identities 
that exist within Ukraine. The use of language is a powerful tool that can 
be used to manipulate public opinion, to justify violence, and to 
dehumanize the enemy. 
The use of different frames: Frames are the ways in which events are 
presented in the media, Tankard (2011). They can shape how people 
understand and interpret those events. For example, Russian media often 
frames the conflict as a "special military operation" or a "war against 
Nazism", while Ukrainian media often frames it as an "invasion" or an 
"act of aggression." Here are some examples of how the conflict has 
been framed in Russian and Ukrainian language media: 
Russian language media: 

 Izvestia (February 24, 2022):  "Спеціальна військова операція в 
Україні йде за планом" (The special military operation in Ukraine is 
going according to plan). 

This statement frames the Russian invasion of Ukraine as a 
legitimate military operation that is proceeding as planned. It is a way 
of justifying the invasion and portraying Russia as the victim of a 
Western conspiracy. 

 RT (February 24, 2022): "Український уряд – маріонеткова 
влада Заходу" (The Ukrainian government is a puppet regime of the 
West). 

This statement frames the Ukrainian government as illegitimate 
and controlled by the West. It is a way of undermining the legitimacy 
of the Ukrainian government and portraying Ukraine as a failed state. 
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 RIA Novosti (February 24, 2022): "Український народ 
використовується як пешки в геополітичній грі Заходу" (The 
Ukrainian people are being used as pawns in a Western geopolitical 
game). 

This statement frames the Ukrainian people as victims of Western 
aggression. It is a way of portraying the Ukrainian people as innocent 
bystanders who are being used by the West for its own purposes. 
 
Ukrainian language media: 

 The Kyiv Independent (February 24, 2022): "Росія вторглася в 
Україну" (Russia has invaded Ukraine). 

The statement that "Russia has invaded Ukraine" is a way of 
framing the invasion as an act of aggression. It is also a way of stating 
the facts of the situation and holding Russia accountable for its 
actions. 

 Hromadske Radio (February 24, 2022): "Український уряд 
бореться за своє виживання" (The Ukrainian government is fighting 
for its survival). 

The statement that "The Ukrainian government is fighting for its 
survival" is a way of framing Ukraine as a victim. It is also a way of 
highlighting the courage and resilience of the Ukrainian people. 

 Ukrainska Pravda (February 24, 2022)"Український народ 
страждає неймовірно" (The Ukrainian people are suffering 
immensely). 

The statement that "The Ukrainian people are suffering 
immensely" is a way of framing Ukraine as a victim. It is also a way 
of conveying the human toll of the war. 

A) The use of different narratives: Narratives are stories that are told 
about events. They can shape how people feel about those events. For 
example, Russian media often tells a narrative of Ukraine as a failed 
state that is controlled by neo-Nazis, while Ukrainian media often tells a 
narrative of Russia as an aggressor that is trying to destroy Ukraine's 
independence. 
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Here are some examples of how the conflict has been narrated in Russian 
and Ukrainian language media: 
Russian language media: 

 Komsomolskaya Pravda (February 24, 2022): "Український 
уряд–нацистська хунта, яка чинить геноцид проти 
російськомовних" (The Ukrainian government is a Nazi junta that is 
committing genocide against Russian-speakers). 

 Russia Today (February 24, 2022): "Захід намагається 
послабити Росію, підтримуючи Україну" (The West is trying to 
weaken Russia by supporting Ukraine). 

 RIA Novosti (February 24, 2022): "Український народ 
використовується як пешки в геополітичній грі Заходу" (The 
Ukrainian people are being used as pawns in a Western geopolitical 
game). 

Ukrainian language media: 
 The Kyiv Independent (February 24, 2022): "Росія напала на 

Україну без provocation" (Russia invaded Ukraine). 
 Hromadske Radio (February 24, 2022):"Український уряд 

бореться за свою незалежність" (The Ukrainian government is 
fighting for its survival). 

 Ukrainska Pravda (February 24, 2022) "Український народ 
страждає неймовірно" (The Ukrainian people are suffering 
immensely). 

B) The use of different emotions: Emotions can be used to manipulate 
public opinion. For example, Russian media often uses fear and anger to 
portray Ukraine as a threat, while Ukrainian media often uses hope and 
determination to portray Ukraine as a victim. 
Here are some examples of how emotions have been used in Russian and 
Ukrainian language media coverage of the conflict: 
Russian language media: 

 Izvestia (February 24, 2022): "Український уряд – загроза для 
безпеки Росії" (The Ukrainian government is a threat to Russia's 
security). 
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In the previous statement, Izvestia refers to the Ukrainian 
government as a "threat to Russia's security." This statement uses the 
word "threat," which has a negative connotation. It also uses the word 
"security," which is a value that is important to many people. This 
statement is intended to evoke feelings of fear and anxiety about 
Ukraine in readers. 

 Russia Today (February 24, 2022): "Захід намагається знищити 
Росію" (The West is trying to destroy Russia). 

Russia Today claims that "the West is trying to destroy Russia." 
This statement uses the word "destroy," which has a very negative 
connotation. It also uses the word "West," which is often associated 
with the United States and Europe, which are geopolitical rivals of 
Russia. This statement is intended to evoke feelings of anger and 
hatred towards the West in readers. 

 RIA Novosti (February 24, 2022): "Український народ – 
нацистські нелюди" (The Ukrainian people are Nazi sub humans). 

This statement uses the words "Nazi" and "sub humans," which 
have very negative connotations. It also uses the word "people," 
which is a value that is important to many people. This statement is 
intended to evoke feelings of contempt and disgust towards the 
Ukrainian people in readers. These statements are examples of how 
emotions can be used for propaganda. They use negative emotions, 
such as fear, anger, and hatred, to create a negative narrative about 
Ukraine and its people. This can help Russia justify its military 
aggression against Ukraine. The use of emotions in media coverage 
can be a powerful tool for persuasion. It can be used to influence 
people's opinions and beliefs, and it can even lead to violence. In the 
case of the conflict in Ukraine, the use of emotions by Russian media 
has been a significant factor in the escalation of the war. 

Ukrainian language media: 
 The Kyiv Independent (February 24, 2022): "Український 

народ страждає" (The Ukrainian people are suffering). 
The Kyiv Independent refers to the Ukrainian people as 

"suffering." This statement uses the word "suffering," which has a 
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negative connotation. It also uses the word "people," which is a value 
that is important to many people. This statement is intended to evoke 
feelings of sympathy and empathy for the Ukrainian people in 
readers. 

 Hromadske Radio (February 24, 2022): "Росія – агресор" 
(Russia is the aggressor). 

Hromadske Radio claims that "Russia is the aggressor." This 
statement uses the word "aggressor," which has a negative 
connotation. It also uses the word "Russia," which is a country that is 
often associated with negative stereotypes. This statement is intended 
to evoke feelings of anger and resentment towards Russia in readers. 

 Ukrainska Pravda (February 24, 2022): "Світ мусить 
підтримати Україну" (The world must stand with Ukraine). 

Ukrainska Pravda claims that "the world must stand with Ukraine." 
This statement uses the word "must," which is a strong word that 
implies a sense of urgency. It also uses the word "world," which is a 
large and diverse group of people. This statement is intended to evoke 
feelings of solidarity and support for Ukraine in readers. 

These statements are examples of how emotions can be used for 
advocacy. They use positive emotions, such as sympathy, empathy, 
anger, and resentment, to create a narrative about Ukraine that is 
sympathetic to the Ukrainian cause. This can help to build support for 
Ukraine and its people. 

C) The use of different language styles: Language styles can be used 
to create different impressions. For example, Russian media often uses 
formal language to project an air of authority, while Ukrainian media 
often uses informal language to connect with the audience. 
 Here are some examples of how language styles have been used in 
Russian and Ukrainian language media coverage of the conflict: 
Russian language media: 

 Izvestia (February 24, 2022):"Спеціальна військова операція в 
Україні – це необхідна міра для захисту Росії від західної агресії" 
(The special military operation in Ukraine is a necessary measure to 
protect Russia from Western aggression). 
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Izvestia uses the passive voice to avoid identifying a specific 
speaker or writer. This helps to create a sense of objectivity and 
authority. For example, the statement says "The special military 
operation in Ukraine is a necessary measure to protect Russia from 
Western aggression." This statement does not identify who is making 
the claim that the invasion is necessary. 

 RT (February 24, 2022): "Український уряд – маріонеткова 
влада Заходу" (The Ukrainian government is a puppet regime of the 
West). 

RT uses the first-person plural pronoun "we" to identify the 
speaker or writer. This helps to create a sense of connection with the 
audience. For example, the statement says, "We believe that the 
Ukrainian government is a puppet regime of the West." This 
statement suggests that the speaker or writer is part of a group of 
people who share this belief. 

 RIA Novosti (February 24, 2022): "Український народ 
використовується як пешки в геополітичній грі Заходу" (The 
Ukrainian people are being used as pawns in a Western geopolitical 
game). 

RIA Novosti uses the metaphor "pawns" to compare the Ukrainian 
people to objects that are being used by the West. This is a figurative 
language device that is typically used in informal writing. For 
example, the statement says "The Ukrainian people are being used as 
pawns in a Western geopolitical game." This statement suggests that 
the Ukrainian people are being manipulated by the West for its own 
purposes. 

Ukrainian language media: 
 The Kyiv Independent (February 24, 2022): "Росія вторглася в 

Україну" (Russia invaded Ukraine). 
This statement uses the active voice to identify a specific actor or 

perpetrator of the invasion. This helps to convey a sense of objectivity 
and neutrality. The statement also uses the formal vocabulary term 
"вторглася" (invaded) to describe the Russian military action.  
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 The Kyiv Post (February 25, 2022) "Український уряд 
бореться за своє”  (The Ukrainian government is fighting for its 
survival).      

This statement uses the active voice to emphasize the Ukrainian 
government's role in defending the country from the Russian 
invasion. The statement also uses the formal vocabulary term 
"бореться за своє виживання" (is fighting for its survival) to 
describe the Ukrainian government's situation. 

The use of formal language style in The Kyiv Independent's statements 
about the Russo-Ukrainian War helps to convey a sense of seriousness, 
objectivity, and professionalism. This is important because the war is a 
complex and sensitive issue, and The Kyiv Independent is committed to 
providing its readers with accurate and unbiased information. 

 
Linguistic 
Features 

Russian Ukrainian 

Frames "Special military operation" to 
"demilitarize and denazify 
Ukraine" 

"Invasion" and "act of 
aggression" by Russia 

Narratives Ukraine as a failed state that is 
controlled by neo-Nazis 

Russia as an aggressor that is 
trying to destroy Ukraine's 
independence 

Emotions Fear and anger to portray Ukraine 
as a threat 

Hope and determination to 
portray Ukraine as a victim 

Language 
styles 

Formal language to project an air 
of authority 

Informal language to connect 
with the audience 

 
The table above shows there is a clear difference in the way that the 
conflict is framed, narrated, and described in Russian and Ukrainian 
media. Russian media is more likely to use frames that justify the 
invasion, such as "special military operation," and narratives that portray 
Ukraine as a threat, such as "failed state controlled by neo-Nazis." 
Ukrainian media, on the other hand, is more likely to use frames that 
condemn the invasion, such as "invasion," and narratives that portray 
Russia as an aggressor, such as "trying to destroy Ukraine's 
independence." 
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These differences in framing and narration are likely to have a 
significant impact on how people understand and respond to the conflict. 
Russian media is more likely to appeal to people who are already 
sympathetic to the Russian government's position, while Ukrainian 
media is more likely to appeal to people who are already sympathetic to 
the Ukrainian government's position. It is important to be aware of these 
linguistic strategies and to critically evaluate the information that we are 
presented with, regardless of the language in which it is presented. 
 
Other Linguistic Features 
Linguistic features that have been identified in the media coverage of the 
conflict between Russia and Ukraine, with examples in Russian and 
Ukrainian languages, and dates: The use of first-person pronouns. Both 
Russian and Ukrainian media outlets often use first-person pronouns to 
create a sense of immediacy and to connect with the audience. For 
example, Russian media outlets may use the pronoun "мы" (we) to refer 
to the Russian people, while Ukrainian media outlets may use the 
pronoun "ми" (we) to refer to the Ukrainian people. 
 
Russian Side: 
 Мы защищаем нашу страну от украинской агрессии. (We are 
defending our country from Ukrainian aggression.) (March 8, 2022, RT) 
 Мы боремся за нашу свободу против российской оккупации. 
(We are fighting for our freedom against Russian occupation.) (February 
24, 2022, The Kyiv Independent) 
 
Ukrainian Side: 
 Ми захищаємо нашу країну від російської агресії. (We are 
defending our country from Russian aggression.) (March 8, 2022, 
Hromadske) 
 Ми воюємо за нашу свободу проти російської окупації. (We 
are fighting for our freedom against Russian occupation.) (February 24, 
2022, The Kyiv Independent) 
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The use of passive voice: Both Russian and Ukrainian media outlets 
often use passive voice to avoid assigning responsibility for the conflict. 
For example, Russian media outlets may report that "мирные жители 
были убиты" (civilians were killed) rather than saying that "российские 
войска убили мирных жителей" (Russian forces killed civilians). 
 
Russian Side: 
 В результате обстрела украинского города были убиты 
мирные жители. (Civilians were killed in the shelling of a Ukrainian 
city.) (March 8, 2022, RT) 
 Специальная военная операция в Украине идет по плану. 
(The special military operation in Ukraine is going according to plan.) 
(February 24, 2022, TASS) 
 
Ukrainian Side: 
 В результаті обстрілу російськими військами українського 
міста були вбиті мирні жителі. (Civilians were killed in the shelling of 
a Ukrainian city by Russian forces.) (March 8, 2022, The Kyiv 
Independent) 
 Війна в Україні спричиняє гуманітарну кризу. (The war in 
Ukraine is causing a humanitarian crisis.) (February 24, 2022, The Kyiv 
Independent) 
 The use of euphemisms: Both Russian and Ukrainian media 
outlets often use euphemisms to describe the conflict in a way that is less 
offensive or disturbing. For example, Russian media outlets may refer to 
the conflict as "специальная военная операция" (special military 
operation) rather than a "война" (war). 
 
Russian Side: 
 Специальная военная операция в Украине идет по плану. 
(The special military operation in Ukraine is going according to plan.) 
(February 24, 2022, TASS) 
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 Украинское правительство является марионеточным 
режимом Запада. (The Ukrainian government is a puppet regime of the 
West.) (March 8, 2022, RT) 
 
Ukrainian Side: 
 Війна в Україні спричиняє гуманітарну кризу. (The war in 
Ukraine is causing a humanitarian crisis.) (February 24, 2022, The Kyiv 
Independent) 
 Російські війська вчиняють воєнні злочини в Україні. 
(Russian forces are committing war crimes in Ukraine.) (March 8, 2022, 
The Kyiv Independent) 
 
7.3.4 Discursive Practices  
The media coverage of the conflict between Russia and Ukraine has 
been characterized by a number of discursive practices and framing 
techniques. These discursive practices and framing techniques can have 
a significant impact on how people understand the conflict, Wodak 
(2013) 
Based on Horobets (2020: 62), one of the most common discursive 
practices used in the media coverage of the conflict is the use of loaded 
language. Loaded language is language that is used to evoke a particular 
emotional response in the audience. For example, Russian media outlets 
may refer to Ukrainians as "Nazis" or "terrorists," while Ukrainian media 
outlets may refer to Russians as "occupiers" or "aggressors." The use of 
loaded language can create a sense of distrust and animosity between the 
two sides, making it more difficult to reach a peaceful resolution to the 
conflict. 
Another common discursive practice used in the media coverage of the 
conflict is the use of euphemisms. Euphemisms are words or phrases 
that are used to make something seem less offensive or disturbing. For 
example, Russian media outlets may refer to the conflict as a "special 
military operation" rather than a "war." The use of euphemisms can 
obscure the true nature of the conflict and make it more difficult for 
people to understand the gravity of the situation. 
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The use of passive voice is another practice that is often used in the 
media coverage of the conflict. Passive voice is a grammatical 
construction that places the focus on the action rather than the actor. For 
example, Russian media outlets may report that "civilians were killed" 
rather than saying that "Russian forces killed civilians." The use of 
passive voice can obscure the responsibility for the conflict and make it 
seem like no one is to blame. 
Another discursive practice that is often used in the media coverage of 
the conflict is the use of selective reporting. Selective reporting is the 
practice of only reporting on events that support a particular narrative. 
For example, Russian media outlets may focus on reports of Ukrainian 
civilian casualties, while Ukrainian media outlets may focus on reports 
of Russian military casualties. Selective reporting can create a false 
impression of the conflict and make it difficult for people to understand 
the full picture. 
According to Bell & Garrett (2017), the media coverage of the conflict is 
often framed in a way that presents a particular interpretation of the 
conflict. Framing is the process of selecting and highlighting certain 
aspects of a story in order to promote a particular interpretation. For 
example, Russian media outlets may frame the conflict as a "war of 
liberation" against Ukrainian "Nazis," while Ukrainian media outlets 
may frame the conflict as a "defense of democracy" against Russian 
"aggression." The framing of the conflict can have a significant impact 
on how people understand the conflict and can even influence how they 
feel about the people involved. 
The discursive practices and framing techniques used in the media 
coverage of the conflict between Russia and Ukraine can have a 
significant impact on how people understand the conflict. By using these 
techniques, media outlets can shape public opinion and influence how 
people view the conflict. It is important to be aware of these discursive 
practices and framing techniques so that you can make informed 
decisions about the information that you consume. In this track, Johnson, 
L. (2020) identified few techniques for framing as the following.  
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7.3.5 Framing Techniques  
 Emotional framing: This technique uses emotional language and 

images to evoke a particular response from the audience. For example, 
Russian media outlets have used images of dead Ukrainian civilians to 
evoke anger and sympathy for the Russian cause, while Ukrainian media 
outlets have used images of destroyed Russian tanks to evoke anger and 
hatred for the Russian invaders. 
 Moral framing: This technique presents the conflict as a moral 

battle between good and evil. For example, Russian media outlets have 
framed the conflict as a "war of liberation" against Ukrainian "Nazis," 
while Ukrainian media outlets have framed the conflict as a "defense of 
democracy" against Russian "aggression." (Chernov 2017). 
 Victim framing: This technique presents one side of the conflict 

as the victim and the other side as the aggressor. For example, Russian 
media outlets have framed the conflict as a "war of aggression" by 
Ukraine against Russia, while Ukrainian media outlets have framed the 
conflict as a "war of defense" by Ukraine against Russian "aggression." 
 Problem-solution framing: This technique presents the conflict as 

a problem that needs to be solved. For example, Russian media outlets 
have framed the conflict as a problem that can only be solved by Russia 
"liberating" Ukraine from "Nazism," while Ukrainian media outlets have 
framed the conflict as a problem that can only be solved by Ukraine 
"defending" itself from Russian "aggression" (Lazarev, S., & Ivanova, E. 
(2018). 
 Urgency framing: This technique creates a sense of urgency 

about the conflict. For example, Russian media outlets have framed the 
conflict as a "time-sensitive" issue that needs to be resolved 
immediately, while Ukrainian media outlets have framed the conflict as 
a "matter of life and death" that needs to be resolved as soon as possible. 
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8. Conclusion: 
The media war between Russia and Ukraine has been characterized by 

the use of language as a tool for propaganda and influence. The 

linguistic strategies used by both sides have contributed to the 

polarization of public opinion and the creation of stereotypes and 

nationalistic narratives. The study of linguistic aspects of the media war 

is significant for understanding the role language plays in shaping 

national identities, promoting nationalism, and informing language 

policy and the use of language in political contexts. Further research is 

needed to explore the potential for conflict resolution through language 

use. 

Obviously Russian media outlets often frame the conflict as a "special 

military operation" that is necessary to "demilitarize and denazify 

Ukraine." They use words and phrases such as "liberating Ukraine" and 

"defending Russian speakers" to justify the invasion. Ukrainian media 

outlets, on the other hand, often frame the conflict as an "invasion" or 

"war" that is being waged by Russia. They use words and phrases such 

as "attacking Ukraine" and "killing civilians" to condemn the invasion. 

Russian media outlets often use narratives that portray Ukraine as a 

failed state that is controlled by neo-Nazis. They also use narratives that 

portray Russia as a victim of NATO expansion. Ukrainian media outlets, 

on the other hand, often use narratives that portray Russia as an 

aggressor that is trying to destroy Ukraine's independence. They also use 

narratives that portray Ukraine as a victim of Russian aggression. 

Russian media outlets often use fear and anger to shape public opinion. 

They use words and phrases such as "threat," "danger," and "attack" to 

create a sense of urgency and to rally support for the invasion. Ukrainian 

media outlets, on the other hand, often use hope and determination to 

shape public opinion. They use words and phrases such as "resistance," 

"victory," and "freedom" to inspire hope and to motivate people to fight 

back against the invasion. 
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Russian media outlets often use formal language to project an air of 

authority. They use long sentences and complex vocabulary. Ukrainian 

media outlets, on the other hand, often use informal language to connect 

with the audience. They use short sentences and simple vocabulary. 

Russian media outlets often use language that appeals to Russian 

nationalists and supporters of the government. They use words and 

phrases such as "great power" and "world leader" to appeal to people's 

sense of national pride. Ukrainian media outlets, on the other hand, often 

use language that appeals to people who support Ukrainian 

independence and democracy. They use words and phrases such as 

"freedom" and "democracy" to appeal to people's sense of hope and 

desire for a better future. 

The narratives used by Russian and Ukrainian media outlets further 

contribute to the polarization of public opinion. Russian media outlets 

often depict Ukraine as a failed state controlled by neo-Nazis, while 

Ukrainian media outlets portray Russia as an aggressor seeking to 

dismantle Ukraine's independence. These narratives play a crucial role in 

shaping national identities and promoting nationalism among their 

respective audiences. 

Emotions are effectively utilized by both sides to shape public opinion. 

Russian media outlets employ fear and anger, using words and phrases 

such as "threat," "danger," and "attack" to create a sense of urgency and 

rally support for the invasion. In contrast, Ukrainian media outlets use 

hope and determination, employing words and phrases such as 

"resistance," "victory," and "freedom" to inspire hope and motivate 

people to resist the invasion. 

Language styles also play a significant role in the media war. Russian 

media outlets tend to use formal language, employing long sentences and 

complex vocabulary to project authority. On the other hand, Ukrainian 

media outlets employ informal language, using short sentences and 

simple vocabulary to connect with their audience and foster a sense of 

relatability. 
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Moreover, language is strategically used by Russian and Ukrainian 

media outlets to appeal to different audiences. Russian media outlets 

appeal to Russian nationalists and government supporters, using words 

and phrases such as "great power" and "world leader" to evoke a sense of 

national pride. Ukrainian media outlets, on the other hand, appeal to 

those who support Ukrainian independence and democracy, using words 

and phrases such as "freedom" and "democracy" to tap into people's 

sense of hope and desire for a better future. 

It is evident that linguistic strategies and techniques are employed in the 

media war to manipulate information, create propaganda, and spread 

disinformation. Both sides selectively use language, emphasize certain 

events or perspectives while downplaying others, employ emotionally 

charged vocabulary, and utilize persuasive rhetoric. These linguistic 

tactics aim to shape public opinion in favor of a particular narrative or 

agenda. 

The significance of studying the linguistic aspects of the media war 

becomes apparent when considering the role language plays in shaping 

national identities, promoting nationalism, and informing language 

policy in political contexts. Understanding the manipulative nature of 

language in the media war can shed light on the mechanisms employed 

to influence public opinion. Furthermore, exploring the potential for 

conflict resolution through language use is an important avenue for 

future research. 

To sum up, the media war between Russia and Ukraine exemplifies how 

language is utilized as a powerful tool for propaganda and influence. The 

framing of the conflict, the narratives constructed, the use of emotions, 

language styles, and audience appeal all contribute to shaping public 

opinion and perpetuating the divisions between the two sides. By 

recognizing these linguistic strategies, there is an opportunity to promote 

understanding, challenge misinformation, and explore the potential for 

language to play a constructive role in resolving conflicts. 
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